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TRIANGLE EDITORIAL

Not our finest hour
by Len Piechowski
ell, the

staff of

Triangle Journal has
reached a milestone!

publicfation we
are featuring 32 pages of
important information for our readership. The
scope of this publication has grown immensely
in the recent years. Yet, as excited as | was when
| realized that we would hit 32 pages this month,
that is just how saddened I am now as I write this
editorial. For this is not our finest hour.
On Monday morning, March 16, | was
informed by my friend Ayla Heartsong of her.
concern that one of the articles in the March
issue of Triangle Journal was plagiarized. Upon
investigation, | learned that one of our Triangle
Journalists had copied and pasted an article from
the New York Times and submitted it to be printed
under his "by" line. I confidently report that this
was done without the knowledge of anyone on
the publication staff. Nevertheless, the law was
broken, our Triangle Journalists were devastated
to learn of this breach of ethics and Triangle
Journal has lost a writer.
At my direction , one of our attorneys has sent
a letter to the editor of the New York Times. He
explained what happened and how it will never
happen again. He expressed our regret and our
apologies as well as my readiness to accept any
consequence this action will merit. Although | —
have been counseled that such consequences
may likely not be severe, as editor of this paper,
it will be my responsibility to accept them. It‘s _
really become a very trite saying hasn‘t it? But
the buck does indeed stop here.
Furthermore, I have completed several
corrective internal actions. For example, the
offending article has been removed from our
online publication and our journalists have
received a briefing on copyright law and practice.
These are but a few of the things | have done that
I feel comfortable explaining at this time.
To further complicate matters, thejudgmental
slant of the headline of the problematic article —
has also been a source of consternation to some
members of our community. To address that
concern, I‘ll be featuring an alternative article
with interviews to be published in our May issue.
I look forward to this endeavor and I hope that
such a small act will express my sincere good
With this

WI"
—Of course, I‘m embarrassed and saddened by
this. Our journalists‘ stellar performances of the
past several years deserve more than this. Our
advertisers who support our enterprise and the
services of Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center also deserve more than this. And you, our
readers, most certainly do as well.
~I promise you, with a firm determination, to
— give youwhat you expect, even more than what
f you expect, but never ever again, less than what
2 Triangle Journal — April 2009
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Queer

kids
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a
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world

—

Finding acceptance in the Midsouth
A coming out story for the 21st century by Jared Burrow
was afraid. It is one thing for me to say | don‘t

time that confirmed it to me was when | was on a _

at—the time girlfriend and my best friend and

care what other people think of me, but it is

church retreat and woke up in the middle of the

came out to both of them. My friend told her

quite another to actually live that way. I still

night cuddled against the boy who I wassharing

brother, who seemed to be freaked out at first,

strived for their acceptance, even the ones I didn‘t

the bed with (two beds, four dudes as with every

but later he came out to me and we tried dating
but nothing came ofit.

like. I spent more time with them at school than |

church retreat and school trip I‘ve ever been on)

did with my family at home, so it does make sense

and had a really hard time convincing myself to

From then, those three handled the coming

that despite not caring for all of them, I still felt

let go and roll back onto my own side of the bed.

out process for me. Which was mildly irritating

a need to get along and be at least moderately

After that, | resigned my position in the church

(if they saw me talking to a cute boy, though, as

accepted.

leadership and gradually gave up the attempt at

soon as I walked away they‘d come up behind

changing myself. _

me and tell him) but at the same time it did

I first realized I was attracted to other boys
when | was 11 (although, the clues had been

| tried suicide four times. But eventually, |

there a lot longer. I loved the movie Titanic when

learned there is absolutely nothing wrong with

badly, but amazingly for a semi—conservative

it first came out due to having a huge crush on

me. So what if society doesn‘t like it? I like boys.

school as Cordova, the students were remarkably

Leonardo DiCaprio), but at the time I had never

So long as there are other guys out there who

accepting. Several friendships got closer as a

even heard of the possibility of being gay. | just

feel the same way, I‘m not alone. Now that I had

result, and for the most part they were extremely

knew that there was something different about

accepted that this desire wasn‘t going away, why

me, and | thought the difference was a bad thing.

not embrace it? If | can‘t get rid of

All my life it held that boys grew to men who

the desire and longing, the obvious

married women, and girls grew to women who

solution is to fulfill it.

married men. It had never entered my mind that

Continued on the next page

The first person I told was my
lesbian manager at work. She

it could be any other way.
So, I kept it hidden. I was 14 and at church the

would normally keep me later than

first time I heard of being gay as a possibility. At

most of the other employees, so it

a Pentecostal church.

was just the two of us in the store

—

One of the boys at the church was what was

cleaning. | started working the

referred to as an ex—gay, and | sought out his

conversation around to it and finally

council. For the next two years, I did everything

picked up the courage to come out

I could think of to "cleanse myself" of my gay

and say the words. Even knowing

_ preference. I ran every web search | could on

I would not be judged by her, it

how | could change this "perversion" of the way |

was still extremely hard to get the

should be and I spent hours in the library reading

words to come out (I actually didn‘t

on the issue. But the more I tried to change who

even say the words "I‘m gay." I barely

I was, the more it reaffirmed that it couldn‘t be

managed to imply it) but actually

changed. The more I tried out various straight

telling someone was a liberating

relationships, the more I realized | wanted

experience.

_ nothing more than to be held by a cute boy. The

§

f

The next day I approached my
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make it easier. A process that could have ended
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Acce pta MC@ continued from pages

Camp Out (now called Queer as Youth). I attended
a few meetings that summer, but then due to
medical reasons I was unable to actually become
involved until December, the day before my 18th
birthday. Since then, I have met some of the best
friends I have ever had. It has been a long and
trying journey. | am lucky to have survived. But
what hasn‘t killed me has made me stronger. And
I will use that strength to help pave the path for
those who come after me.

protective of me.
So, my friends were taken care of. Now I just
had to tell my mom. Unfortunately, this one
didn‘t go quite as well as I would have desired.
She started crying. She said she would accept it,
but she was disappointed about it even though
she had suspected for a long time (apparently,
when I was younger I didn‘t cover my tracks
online as well as I do now). About two weeks
Young, black and gay: the state of our gay youth
later, she kicked me out, calling me a "no—good
by Natasha Burnett—Holmes
f***ing faggot" and told me to get out of her
house. I went to my then boyfriend‘s house, and
B eing gay or lesbian in the black community has always been taboo. While being gay for any race
his grandmother let me stay for the next couple
has never been an easy task, given the struggles of African Americans and other minorities, the
nights. She was a major bible—thumper and had
addition of homosexuality to the equation seems to be a double whammy. The issue of black
no idea and my knowledge of the Bible was .
homosexuality is rarely discussed in black households, and is adamantly opposed by black churches,
enough to convince her I‘d be a good influence
especially here in Memphis. So the only dialogue about homosexuality in the black community is its
on her grandson. My mom Iaterapologized but —
condemnation. Case in point, a black gay youth is outed by his black principal in a predominately
I‘ve never been as close to her. asI used to be
black high school on the campus of an HBCU (historically black college/university) and subsequently
and I spend most of my time out of the house.
receives death threats and is condemned at his own school where he is one of the best students; the
I‘ve been kicked out three othertimes after this,
principal was never reprimanded for her actions. More recently, a black, openly gay student in another
one time I stayed with the manager mentioned
high school is called out by school administrators for wearing feminine clothing to school. Black gay
above, the other two times I stayed with a friend
youth not only have to deal with the condemnation of their sexuality from their churches and families,
in midtown who I have since moved in with.
but also in schools, where the topic of homosexuality is never discussed. If it were discussed, there
Despite being out, there were only two openly
would be numerous complaints from parents and school officials.
bi boys at my school and I was the only outright
Black History month provides our youth an opportunity to learn of some of the great African
gay. Besides my bi friends and my manager, |
American heroes, but neither teachers nor parents tell of those who were gay or lesbian, like Audre
had no connections to the gay world and while
Lourde, Langston Hughes and Barbara Jordan. Black gays are sometimes portrayed in the media, but
I was exhilarated to be out of the closet at first, |
mostly in stereotypical fashion, with gay males being portrayed as flaming and over the top and females
felt drastically alone, so I turned to the Internet being portrayed as aggressive studs that always end up stealing straight women from their men. It‘s
and found out about two programs — MAGY and
Continued on page 13
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struggle goes on !!!
Onmenandthelr
Gay rights and the Democratic controlled D.C.
promlses
Commentary by Andrew Stricklin
Since the inauguration of Barack Obama, we have seen a flourish of executive orders being
penned from theWhite Houseand around the country. Manyofthese orders haveaddressed very Commentaryby MarcBrat-Am
controversial issues such as, but not limited to, the Mexico City Policy and abortion, detaineesat
back we met a man. He‘s tall,
Guantanamo Bay, national security, energy and the crisis that now faces our national economy. What | while
handsome, and has a way with words. We
is silently missing front this list is the issue that has been cemented by gay rights activists all across
that he just might be the man
the country as the cornerstone of sustainable and substantial civil rights for the gay community in of our thought
dreams. He promised us that he‘d treat
this country.That issue is the overturning of"Don‘t Ask! Don‘tTell! Don‘t Pursue."
us right and not be like all those other men we
Let us step back to the end ofSenior Bush‘s administration and the election ofthe first democrat knew
that let us down. In fact he promlsed us
to the White House since Carteryears and take a look at what the Democrats have done for us.
everythingwe ever wanted. But now that
The Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), which put into law the definition of marriage as being almost
we‘ve made a commitment to him, we‘ve started|
between one man and one woman, was not given final signature by some queer—hating Republican, to wonder whether he meant all those sweet
but instead the gay community‘s great champion ofchampions,William Jefferson Clinton.Where was sounding words. After all he is a politician.
the Democratic stand for our equal rights as Americans when that damaging and hate—filled piece of
Will Obama be faithful, or will he disappoint
And our

legislation came across the Resolute desk in the Oval Office
us? Let‘s look at a list of his promises from
As if Clinton‘s support of DOMA was not enough of an insult to our Community, we were then
Whltehousegov and see how hes been domg
again slapped in the face by "Don‘t Ask! Don‘t Tell!", which was later amended to add "Don‘t Pursue!"
so far.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgendered & Questioning Americans have been serving, protecting and
The Employment Non—Discrimination Actif
dying in the—name of American freedoms for generations. When will their sacrifices be recognized
passed would prohibit discrimination against
and finally honored?
employees on the basis oftheir sexualorientation
For years now, we have heard that our allies are the Democrats and our enemies are the
(and on gender identity in one versionof the bill).
Republicans. Our alleged allies now control two of the three branches of the federal government
President Obama supports the passageofENDA,
and we still are exactly where we were before the Bush Presidency. "The great Satan, if elected to a
but we haven‘t seenany action on that asof yet.
second term as President, would round up all the gays in this country and put us into concentration
To assure usof his intentions, the White House
camps," was the comment screamed at me when | attempted to answer back in 2003 the question
points tothe factthatas a State Senatorin Illinois
of how I could be gay and Republican. George W was re—elected but is no longer in the White
Obama sponsoreda similar set of legislation | ~
House. Where were the camps? Who in the community can show me an identification number
within that state. According to the. Assocratedr
burned into their skin? No one can show me either. There were no camps and no tattoos. It was
Press, Presrdent Obamais signing the US ontoa
appalling and sickening to remember those emotion—charged fanatics trying to capitalize on the
non—binding United Nationsresolutioncalhngfor
pain and suffering of a race that had been persecuted, tortured and murdered by the millions in.
global decriminalization of homosexuality Add
Nazi—controlled Europe simply to spread their own brand of fear and hate. Have we learned nothing
tothat thenumber of LGBT appointees to both
but to simply follow in the footsteps of small—minds and repeat what we have endured ourselves?
his transition team and tohis administration, and
We have heard for years the endless rhetoric about how it is notpoliticallyfeasible to allow gays and
itwould seem that he is
i likelyto follow through I—
lesbians to serveopenly in the armed services. Allowing them to serve would destabilize ourmilitary
on ENDA.
‘
units and severely handicap the effectiveness of American troops.If we forgot history, we are damned
However according to theNewYork Times |
— to repeat it. These arguments were the very same that were used when America was engagedin the
| President Obamahas buult a relationship with a
discussions of allowing women and blacks to serve in the military. These arguments have already
circle of evangellcal ministers,most of whom are
been proven wrong. So why are we allowing our leaders of today to still use these falsehoods and
sooally progressrve yetanti—LGBT. Heregularly .
distortions of the truth?
contacts themfor "private prayers session on
_
Where are the leaders of our community that rallied the troops to the cause of Obama? Why are
thetelephone and discussions onthe role of:
these very leaders not askmg why nothing is being done to keep the: campaign promlses that were
rellglon in pOIIthS"‘One of theseis BishopT.D.
made by Democrats near and fair to enlist our support and gather ourvotes?
|
Jakes who. has referred to homosexuality as a
We must stop blindly gifting our support to those who tell us that they stand for our rightsWhen
”brokenness‘andstatesthat he would refuse to.
never have any intention
hlresomeoneon thebasis oftheirsexuality. So |
of taking action to ensure
| one couldfarrlyaskto whomis hethrowmg a.
those rights are established
bone here usorthem?
and then protected. We must ——
a. Obamas wade some sweetpromises about
stop allowing ourselves to
"Don‘t As Don‘t Tell"too. The White Houseﬂ
be fooled into afalse sense
states thatheIntends tokeep thatpromise and
of hope by those who do
to extendhis non—drscnmmatlon efforts into|.
nothing but humor and
ournation‘s mllltaryInlight of troop needsfor; :
placate us for they are as
ourtwo wars andObamas campaign promiset
beneficial as those who
I“
willingly tell us theyhate us
377—1057
work to harm us.The greatest © notto be.Theadmmrstratlontolduswedhave
23 Years
Memphis Experience and most productive form of
towaituntilat least 2010 to see this comeabout;
REALTOR® MLS
action is inaction.
Its hard notto ﬁnd thatalittledlsappmntmg
When will it be our
Search Listings
His promises on same—sex. marriage:were a:
day? When will we receive .
bit less lofty. He told the Chicago Dally Tribune|
our rights? When will our
thathe doesn’t support gay marriage on. the
GlennMooreRealty.com
"friends" stand up and act
as such? .

__

continued on page 21
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In

Memphis, everyone

is

Irish

on

Saint

Patrick‘s

Day!

MGLCC marches in annual Beale Street parade

Commentary by Jonathan Cole
articipants in the 35th Annual St. Patrick‘s

to see such a large crowd lining the streets of

Day Parade on Beale Street included the

Beale Street on either side. MGLCC‘s walking

grand kreweés of Carnival Memphis, the Tiger

group was warmly received with only one "boo"

Blue Fire Crew, the Gallowglass Bagpipers, the

reported from the crowd. The booing boor

Dead Elvis Society and many other regulars.

was chastised by other members of the crowd.

The Beale Street Merchant Association

l am no stranger to marching in gay pride

invited Memphis Gay and Lesbian

parades in Memphis, but this was a

Community Center to enter the |

different experience. When people
come to a gay pride parade they

parade this year for the first time. |
Since GLBT groups are prohibited

| know to expect several GLBT groups

from entering St. Patrick‘s Day

and organizations in the procession.

Parades in other cities such as New

|

deal.

People who came to the St. Patrick‘s
parade probably did not expect to see

York City, the invitation was a big
§

us yesterday. So I was pleased that

MGLCC entered as a walking group of 21 people

MGLCC gained some welcomed visibility in the

and carried a banner and rainbow flag. Having never

festivities. Maybe there really is a pot of gold at

attended this parade in the past, I was surprised

the end of the rainbow.

1) The MGLCC crowd gathers at Beale and Fourth at a—chilly—90—minutes before
step off and wonders why they were asked to assemble so early. 2) The Navy
Band of the Midsouth leads the parade. 3) Charlie Weatherall (right) and his
posse whoop it up during the warm reception by the crowd. 4) A mischievous
leprechaun refuses to tell where his pot of gold is hidden, but nevertheless offers
a heartfelt welcometo the MGLCC folks. 5) The MGLCC group marches proudly to
celebrate, advocate and educate. 6) Hunter Johnston proudly displays hiswell—
polished shillelagh.
Photos are courtesy ofJonathan Pearson
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Mid—South Pride 2009 —

keeping it in

the family
art ofthefocus ofthisyear‘s Pride celebrations will be Keeping it in the Family—
Pshowcasing local talent and strengthening local bonds. The 2009 theme for
this year‘s Pride celebrations is "OUR Rights ARE Civil Rights." This descends
from a theme used in the 1980s which was "Gay Rights Are Civil Rights" and has been
expanded to be more inclusive. The dates will be June 19—21 and will coincide with
Memphis Black Pride‘s celebration.
Events that are in the planning stages include a Movie Night in Peabody Park on
Friday the 19 h, participation in Black Pride‘s discussion forums on the morning of the
0th the annual Parade and Festival in the afternoon on the 20th and participation in
Black Pride‘s picnic on the 21 St A stronger connectlon with other community busmesses
and sponsors is also planned.
The term "Civil Rights" is today primarily identified with African—American equal
rights. However, certain civil rights are guaranteed to all persons who reside in the United
States by the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, later amendments to the Constitution and
judgments handed down by the Supreme Court. The Mission of the US Commission
on Civil Rights includes: "To study and collect information relating to discrimination or
a denial of equal protection of the laws under the Constitution because of race, color,
religion, sex, age, disability or national origin, or in the administration of justice" and
"To appraise federal laws and policies with respect to discrimination or denial of equal
protection of the laws because of race, color, religion, sex, age, disability, or national
origin, or in the administration of justice." To GLBT individuals and organizations the
words "sexual orientation" are a serious omission in this type of definition. And the
fight goes on.
The celebration also goes on. One main purpose of Pride celebrations is to
acknowledge the progress we have made since the turning point Stonewall Rebellion
in 1969. This year marks the 40th anniversary of the Rebellion and also Memphis‘ own
great coming out party, the Miss Gay Memphis Pageant. Miss Memphis was held at the
Guild Theatre on Halloween of 1969 with no incidents or arrests and marked a turning
point in the history of GLBT Memphis. Plans are underway to mark this anniversary
as well.

Coming up

Our

in the

ChlldAdvocacy Center
walkbreaksmtoa 5k Run
iI‘tThe

as
ByBerylnght §
mme heMemphisChild AdvocacyCenters(CAC) annualwalki
s [fundraiser has grown into something biggerand better:a5K.
__ IEvent!The5K 4Kids byNikehassomethingfor everybody. It |
includes a MemphisRunners andTrack Club sanctioned 5K Race as
wellasa one—mile Fun Walk. Both jumpout ofthe gateat 6:30 PM
_on April 24at theBert Ferguson Community Center, 8505 Trinity
Road. There is going to be food, drink, and lrve entertainment It:
is going to be a great time!
The 5K routewinds through a quiet Cordova neighborhood.
Awards will be announced out immediately following the race
and will be given to the male and female overall winners, male
and female masters (40+) winners, male and female grand masters
(50+) and the top three male and female finishers in each of the
following age groups: 6—9; 10—14; 15—19; 20—24; 25—29; 30—34; 35—39;
40—44; 45—49; 50—54; 55—59; 60—64; 65—69, and 70 and above.
_
Theone—mileFamily Fun Walk is ona pavedpath that circles the
| community center groundsItis stroller and wheelchairaccessible,.

soeveryone can beapart of the fun.
Runners and walkers canregister oc nline atwww.racesonllne
com or can call 901—888—4337 for a mail—inregistration formOne: §
Site Regrstratron starts at 5:00 pm.
.
— 5K 4Kidsby Nike runners and. walkers can choose to help
abused kids even more by collecting sponsorships before the
event or becoming a5K 4K Friend. Thosewho collect $100 or more
before the event are eligible for special VIP perks! 5K 4K Friends
are people, families, or organizations who donate $500 or more. In
addition to VIP perks, they will be recognized on event signage. At
any level of giving, it is going to be a good time for a great cause
= raising funds to help keep kids safe and heal from abuse.
Contact Beryl Wight at BWight@MemphisCAC.org or 901—888—
4369 for more information.
The Memphis Child Advocacy Center (CAC) serves children
«who are victims of sexual abuse and severe physical abuse through
prevention, education and intervention. The CAC helps kids heal by
combining child—friendly warmth with a nationally recognized best
practice team approach, all housed in the same facility to ensure
coordinated intervention. To learn more aboutthe Child Advocacy
Center and how to keep kids safe, go to www.MemphisCAC.org.

Jocks
Playhouse on the Square
presents 32»: annual
Pacific—Rim
cuisine in
Cooper—
Young

928 % Cooper — Memphis
Fh 9012742556
www.tsunamimemphis.com

Original Art Auction
layhouse on the Square‘s 32nd Annual Original Art Auction
Pwill take place on Saturday April 25. With over 100 artists
contributing one—of—a—kind pieces for live and silent auction,
"The Party"is happening at Playhouse on the Square beginning at
6:30 pm. The Annual Original Art Auction has become the party
of the year with hundreds of people attending in hopes of finding
that perfect piece of art. Auctioneers Gene Kaz, Mike McLaren
and Michael Detroit will help to create a great party atmosphere.
Admission is $20 (which will be deducted from the purchase price
of the art!) and hors d‘oeuvres and beverages are complimentary.
For more information, please call (901)725—0776.
Triangle Journal — April 2009 7
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SPIT shines at

Bartlett

Lanes and

Artisan

Hotel

Throwing a ball at ten pins; the 16th Annual St. Patrick‘s Invitational Tournament was a huge success
by Brandon Cole ,
the game and a great stress relief."
hen I asked, "What does SPIT or IGBO

The St. Patrick‘s Invitational Tournament, SPIT,

mean: to you?" | received multiple

operates in association with the International Gay

answers. According to Andy Cain, a

Bowling Organization, IGBO. This was the 16th

16 year participant with SPIT and bowler for

year the tournament has been held. This year‘s

25 years with the Brothers and Sisters League,

Co—Chairs were Jeff Holt and Sean Alexander.

"It is not about winning or losing, it is all about

Sean Alexander is also the Co—Chair of Mid—South

the friends." Linda Aungst and her husband got

Pride who organizes the annual pride parade.

involved with SPIT when her uncle Richard

. However, Mr. Alexander pointed out that he was

Andrews invited them to join. Mr. Andrews was

really just the second in command as Mr. Holt

a long time participant of SPIT and Brothers and

was the one who really got the tournament on

Sisters League who passed away this past year. To

its feet this year. Ron Bright was the Secretary of

honor his memory, tournament directors had

the committee and one of the major contributors

Linda throw his ball as the the first ball thrown in

to this article. David Lahnam was the Treasurer,

the tournament. Linda says of her participation in

a fact which was made apparent to me when

the league and tournament that she "has made

he asked, "Do you need a check from me as

some of the best friends of her life. It is all about

well?" Also involved in SPIT were a number of
volunteers without which the tournament could
not function.
This year‘s tournament had ‘a total of 128
participants. The participants came from as far
as San Diego, California and Portland, Oregon.
SPIT involves members of IGBO and is primarily
a regional tournament. Organizers of other IGBO
tournaments such as HIC (Huntsville (Alabama)
Invitational Classic) and COMIC (Columbus,

Ron Bright

Ohio Midwestern Invitational Classic) came to
participate. As a member of the HIC committee
pointed out, SPIT organizers have played a
large role in helping get their tournament off
the ground. Both SPIT participants and HIC
participants support each other by attending
each other‘s events. This year‘s tournament
took place over three days from Friday, March
13th through Sunday, March 15th. SPIT started
with registration and a banquet on Friday at the
hospitality suite in the Artisan Hotel on Union
Avenue which served as the host hotel for the
event. The hospitality suite was open Friday and
Saturday evenings. Since this was a bowling
tournament, bowling did take place all three
nights. The first night was considered a chance

all the tips gained from the bar as well as from
the sale of products donated by Inz and Outz.
The owner of Inz and Outz, Darian Porter, has
been involved with bowling for eight years and
says SPIT is all about enjoying one‘s self and the
life long friendships that are formed.
The Pumping Station, Crossroads and
Dru‘s supplied a bus known as the "Bar Bus" on
Saturday that transported the participants from:
the host hotel to all three establishments. Tiger
Stamp of Southaven, MS donated the trophies
and engraved the plates for the trophies as well
as the Ambassador Award. ID, Manbound, Ad
Creations and Paradise Marketing all donated

for persons not familiar with the bowling alley
to warm up on the lanes. Official tournament
bowling started on Saturday at 9:00 A.M.and
Carl Smith

concluded on Sunday.
Directors

Jennifer Stone, M. Div., Ph.D.
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST
Psychotherapy at the Pilgrim Center
1000 S. Cooper (off Cooper/Young)
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 372—91 33 appointments
Additional office opening soon in North Bartlett

Memphis
Lesbian

Gay

of
and

Community

Center donated their
time by tending bar at
the hospitality suite as
well as selling products
at the sponsor bowling
alley Bartlett Lanes on
Summer Ave. The alcohol

EXPERIENCE: Over 20 years doing psychotherapy. Director of Clinical
Training of University Graduate Program in Clinical Psychology. Chairperson, of
a State Psychology Licensing Board, supervising all psychology practice in that
state.
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was donated by members
of SPIT who were gracious
in allowing MGLCC to keep

Jonathan Lewis clowns at the after lanes party

»
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SPIT asvard winners
Singles
1st. Jennifer Herbert of St. Louis
. 2nd. TerrySmithofAntioch
3rd. Chris Funke of Memphis and Michael Shelton of Nashville (tie)
Doubles
1st. David Lanham of Memphis, TNandJim Sheets of Indianapolis
—and. DebraEdmonds of:Memphis, TN and MichaelShelton of Nashville
3rd Andy
Cam and John Corcoran, both of Horn Lake

4st. R1ch1e Halley, JohnEaton, Qulnton Smith, and Cedric Harris
'
_
all from the Huntsville, Alabama area
__
2nd PTTate, Brian Etheridge, Gary Grove, and Jodi Judson
all from the Nashville area

3rd Chrls Sansburn of Portland, Mark Nibbe of Springfield,Illinois
Geno Aragona of Huntsvﬂle,and Dan:Strlker of San Dlego f

allu‘Events-e has ,
ist.MichaelClaar ofCouncil Bluffs Towa
Inz and Outz owner Darian Porter
products to the tournament which enhanced
the bowler‘s experience. The Brothers &
Sisters Bowling League, the GLBT bowling
league of Memphis, held fundraising events
throughout the past year in support of the
Tournament. The funds raised were used for
various expenses incurred by SPIT.
Every year since the inception of SPIT an
award known as the Ambassador Award has
been bestowed on a deserving individual.
The Criteria for this award states that the
person must be from outside Memphis
and that throughout the year has done the
most to promote and assist the tournament.
The person selected this year assisted the
tournament by coordinating the trophies,
got her company to donate a large amount
of give—away items, and persuaded many
people in the St. Louis, MO Area to attend
the Tournament. This year‘s receipent of the
Ambassador Award was Jennifer Herbert of
St. Louis, Missouri.
So you may think that bowling is just
throwing a ball at ten pins and hoping for
a strike but you would be wrong. If you ask
anyone in attendance at SPIT what bowling
was all about, you would likely hear that it is
about the chance to meet new people. You
would also hear it is about the fun one has
at the tournament. Above all those things a
resounding answer would be heard: It is all
about the friendships one makes that last a
lifetime.

2nd
,
M1chael Shelton of Nashville

3rd Jim Sheets of Ind1anapol1s

(36 years experience

BY,

Saa

Private & confidential

Want to understand your past, present —or future?
Uncertain about your soul mate, your career, your health?
Struggling with childhood issues?
| offer healing in body, mind and soul.

m
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Pope: condoms are

f

the answer
uring his March trip to Africa, Pope

not

D Benedict XVI stated that condoms were
not part of the solutiontoAfrica‘s struggle
against HIV. His comments were widely reported
in various mainstream media outlets.
The Associated Press quoted the pontiff as
saying, "You can‘t resolve it with the distribution
of condoms. On the contrary, it increases the
problem."
The pope‘s statements seem to place him
at odds with several worldwide scientific
recommendations such as those proposed byThe
U. S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Their use—of—condom recommendations claimed
to be based on numerous scientific studies which
<indicate that the consistent proper use of latex
condoms by discordant couples (one partner
is HIV positive while the other is HIV negative)
_ provides effective protection for the negative
partner. The CDC reports that in one such study
done in Europe among 123 couples who claimed
consistent condom use, zero uninfected partners
became infected. On the other hand, among 122
couples who used condoms inconsistently, 12 of
the uninfected partners became infected.

‘Corrective rape‘ to

US will sign gay

‘cure‘ lesbians

rights declaration

Hate crimes used to ‘change‘
sexual orientation

Reuters reported on March 13 that gangs
of men in South Africa are raping lesbians
in a belief that it will change the women‘s
sexual orientation. Their account cites the report
of an agency called NGO ActionAid which
describes women‘s increasing risk of rape in
some areas of South Africa where homosexuality
is considered a taboo.
Reuters reported thata lesbian told NGO
ActionAid "We get insults every day, beatings
if we walk alone, you are constantly reminded
that you deserve to be raped. They yell, if | rape
you then you will go straight. You will buy skirts
and start to cook because you will have learned
how to be a real woman."
South Africa was the first country on the
African continent to allow gay marriage (2006),
yet NGO ActionAid reports that crimes on the
basis of sexual orientation are not recognized
in the South African criminal justice system
and very few prosecut|ons have resulted in
convictions.

ccording to a March 17 report in
AThe Associated Press, representatives
of the Obama administration have
been authorized to sign a worldwide
declaration that calls for decriminalization
of homosexuality.
®
George W. Bush declined to endorse this
measure. In so doing, the United States was
heretofore the only western government that

withheld endorsement.
An anonymous official of the Obama
administration told the Associate Press, "The
United States is an outspoken defender of
human rights and critic of human rights
abuses around the world. As such, we join
with the other supporters of this statement
and we will continue to remind countries
of the the importance of respecting the
human rights of all people in all appropriate
international fora..."The official added that the
administration was troubled about"... violence
and human rights abuses against gay, lesbian,
transsexual and bisexual individuals."
Several Islamic countries and the Vatican
have opposed this declaration.

Calling all GLBT PARENTEU® —
WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN THE GLBT

COMMUNllTY?

QTHlER GLBT PARENTS
WANT TO PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVITIES WITH OTHER GLBT FAMILIES?
Social family activities are regularly scheduled
LOOKING TO FIND SUPPORT FROM

Please contact: amllygroup@mgloc.org for more details.

Mo E MOP Ho s
GAY AND LESBIAN
community CENTER
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You'm'm the. Army, Mr. Janes

Check

your

Merriam—Webster,

we‘re

under

‘M‘

ccordingtoMarchreportsin TheAssociated _ dictionary publishers to do this... It‘s inclusion
was a simple matter of providing dictionary users
Press, Merriam—Webster included a —
with accurate information about all of the word‘s
secondary definition of marriage to be
current uses."
_same—gender inclusive quite a while before
The recently added secondary definition of
gay marriage was allowed in any of the United &
marriage
in the Merriam—Webster is "the state —
States.
&
of
being
united
to a person of the same sex in a
— And no one noticed.
relationship like that of a traditional marriage." It
~~ No one, until a conservative news outlet
follows
the definition "the state of being united _
called World Net Daily reported it on March 17.
to
a
person
of the opposite sex as husband or —
According to World Net Daily: "One of the —
wife in a consensual and contractual relationship
—_nation‘s most prominent dictionary companies
recognized by law."
>
B=
has resolved the argument over whether the
TheAP
reported
that
other
dictionaries,
such
term ‘marriage‘ should apply to same—sex duos
as the Oxford English Dictionary (in February
or be reserved for the institution that has held
2009 in a draft version) and the American
families together for millenia, by simply writing
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language
a new definition."
2
R
__ The AP also reported that a spokesman of — (in 2000) have also added secondary inclusive
definitions for the term marriage.
Merriam—Webster named Arthur Bicknell offered
"We were one ofthe last ones among the major

|

Shea Wealth Management ,

;
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Karen B. Shea, CFP ®
_ ___ 1661 International Drive |
Wi Suite 400 _.
Memphis, TN 38120
Phone: 901—683—9099 ___.
Toll Free: 877—683—9099___
_ Fax: 901—683—9549 — _
: (karen@sh‘eaweal'thmanagementnom” —
Securitiesand investment advisory service offered __.
___ throughLPL Financial, member of FINRA/SIPC, a ___
__ registeredinvestment advisor. LPLFinancial is not .
___ __affilatedwith Shea WealthManage

BIaCk, gay cont. from page 4

Gay youth — what do some ‘experts‘ say?

hard to find positive black gays portrayed on
by Ann E. Hackerman
television, which is surprising given the addition
of gays and lesbians (real and actors who are "gay
Various studies estimate that one out of 10 teens are LGBT. Although there seems to be more
for pay") in virtually every show on television.
acceptance among their heterosexual counterparts overall as compared to just 20 years ago, an
Black families are teaching their children at home
estimated 60 percent of LGBT teens in present—day have been subjected to taunting, bullying,
and through the church that homosexuality is
harassment and physical assaults in schools, especially public schools. Some 36 percent also report
an abomination, which sometimes causes some
hearing anti—gay remarks from faculty. Even with these unacceptable peer and faculty issues, what
young gays and lesbians to remain in the closet,
seems hardest for these youth is being rejected by their families, especially when they cannot turn to
living life on the down low or separating from
their parents for guidance for the school problems. It is also known that most of the homeless teens
their families altogether and joining the various
are LGBT.
gay "families" that have been established here in
The Center for Disease Control (CDC) has found that LGBT teens are significantly more likely than
Memphis for several years.
straight teens to engage in high—risk behaviors across the board. The CDC has found that approximately
These predominately black families were
65 percent have been in a fight, 32 percent have been threatenedwith a weapon, 27 percent are sexually
established to provideyoung gays andlesbians —
active, 60 percent smoke cigarettes, 59 percent drink before age 13, 37 percent smoke pot, 17 percent
with a substitute for their biological families,
have tried cocaine and 20 percent are estimated as having experimented with club drugs.
complete with gay "parents" and plenty of
Teens long to be accepted by their peers. When LGBT youth are ostracized by their school peers,
brothers and sisters. A majority of these families
they will seek peers elsewhere.
perform shows in local gay clubs, as do the
Meeting potential boyfriends or girlfriends is hard enough, but dating and relationships for LGBT
children. Some families also hold annual festivities
youth have additional hurdles to overcome. It is not uncommon for LGBT teens to get involved with _
to celebrate their establishment, much like the
those that areolder, as there is an attraction to someone that has "been there," one that can guide and
traditional family reunion. Young, black gays and—
nurture, as well as just not knowing where to meet LGBTs closein age. As such, some are drawn to the
lesbiansthat join these families are provided
bar scene. A majorconcern is also not knowing who can be trusted to confide in safely. Youth seeking
—with the acceptance thatthey otherwise would
companionship may not be aware of the red flags that warn of unhealthy relationships.
not receive from their real families, and they are
Domestic violence is not only an issue of adult menbeating adult women. Teens are just as
encouraged to beout and proud. Some of these s susceptible to such battering, and it is not just males being the aggressors. Domestic violence is not.
— families participate in community service, which
limited to physical assaults. Cues that a relationship is problematic include being manipulated, being
. is great for all glbtq youth, but most do not, and — isolated from family and friends, not being allowed to leave the shared residence without thepartner
seem only interested in partying and doing shows
approving and having phones removed or taken away.
for money. Not that there is anything wrong with
Abuse also includes beingcontrolled in clothing worn, who can be friends, being embarrassed
having a good time, but most of the time when — in front of others, being put downin public,having feelings and ideas minimized and discounted (in
I see the black gay youth out in the community,
private as well as in public and with friends), beingthreatened with outing even though there are very
it is at a club orit‘s Pride season. _
real risks in doing so, and being threatened if there is intent to break off the relationship.
b
I am not in any way condemning these
Sexual relationships should be healthy and respectful. Disrespect includes negative comments,
families who take in our black youth when their
teasing, being criticized, being embarrassed and talked down to in front of others, being treated
own families refuse to even acknowledge their
as less than equal, being slappedor hit, and being forced to have sex. Other issues include being .
sexuality; but I do not condone the behavior
manipulated into having sex because there is fear that the controller will leave, and beingforced not.
that I have seen in some of our black gay youth
to engage in safer sex practices.
‘like underage drinking and beingallowed in
How can you tell if a relationship is a negative one? Ask some simple questlons Does being with
— nightclubs when they are not of age. Some . ___ make me feel good about myself? Am I able to have my own friends? Can | wear what I want? —
of these families are doing great things in our
Can I spendmy money on what I‘d like? Can I have my own ideasinterests? Can | be myself? Does ___
community, but our gay youth need more
make me feel special? Are my feelings reciprocated?
_ positive role models than those who are not
The gist of all of this is to know that when one feels good about himself or herself there is a much
helpful and who condone the underage drinking
less chance of getting involved in dangerous relationships.
_
and clubbing. Our community has plentyof
— Teens as well as adults often confuse love, lust and attachment. Love is having a sense of deep
activities and organizations for our black gay
caring, warmth, safety and intimacy for someone else. Lust is an intense sexual attraction to another.
youth to get involved in and hopefully in the
Attachment is a feeling of connection wrth another person that makes one want to have the other
— future, we will see that being done. But for right
person in his or her life.
— now, we need more Black role models in our
Some words have negative connotations as compared to those that are more socially acceptable.
community; real people, notjust those we can see
Sexual orientation is preferred over sexual preference. One knows that being gay is not apreference
on television. Men like Carl Smith and Anthony
or a conscious choice, but J
Hardaway, local black gay men who strive to
is biological and innate.
make a difference in the black gay community
There is no gay lifestyle |
through their organizations and advocacy The
or homosexual agenda. I
black community has a very long wayto go when
Transgenders are not she—
it comes to discussing homosexuality without —
males or he—shes. Cross
condemning it, much less accepting it. Once
dressers are not transvestites.
this happens, I think our black gay youth canfeel
Men are not fags or faggots,
more comfortable about their sexualityand truly
but are gay.
be out and proud, not just when they are around
Understanding these
other gays and lesbians, butall the time, in any _ basics in relationships and
environment. Right now, though, our black gay
self care may provide a
youth are in trouble if we don‘t show them some —
real role models to look up to and and if we don‘t
~ grow and maintain a strong black gay community _
that can provide them with something to look
— forward to other than a party.

guide in connecting with

those persons who will be
positive and may evolve into |
life—long friends.
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Finding

by Carl Smith

Faybien Allen (RayMartell Moore) is a
young, handsome, gay, black male
who seems to be wandering aimlessly
through life searching for something. On
the outside, he‘s gorgeous, trendy and has a
small circle of good looking, quirky yet fiercely
loyal friends. They all enjoy the exciting, lively
nightlife that New York City has to offer. On
the inside, Faybien is an insecure, shrinking
violet drowning in self—loathing and doubt
brought on and reinforced by an overbearing,

homophobic father. As part of his daily routine of waiting for the city bus, he notices Lonnie (Derrick L. Briggs) who coincidentally seems to be there at the
same time each day. Lonnie has his earbuds on and is listening to his music, but exchanges glances with Faybien and politely acknowledges him. Faybien,
obviously attracted to Lonnie, struggles to build up the courage to strike up a conversation with him. Lonnie is sitting there, relaxed, eyes closed, with his
head gently swaying to the beat of his music. Faybien leans in toward Lonnie and whispers "I think you‘re handsome," to satisfy his urge to speak to Lonnie
while at the same time hoping that Lonnie didn‘t hear him. But, surprise! Lonnie hears him, removes his earbuds and returns the compliment. Lonnie
boldy takes the lead and talks to Faybien. Lonnie‘s forwardness is a bit too much for Faybien to take initially, and he repeatedly accuses Lonnie of being
continued on page 21

Labels

and

fables

The New Gay Teenager by Ritch Savin—Williams
by Jared Burrow

The New Gay Teenager
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avin—Williams gives an in—depth analysis of the self—identification of youth
compared to the labeling used by their elders. The orientation labels and
gender binaries used in the past now rarely apply. No longeris it straight/bi/
gay, it is now straight/bi/gay/transgendered/genderqueer/pansexual/ omnisexual/
polisexual/trisexual/multisexual/questioning/ metrosexual/queer/straight acting/
the list goes on, as well as those who choose not to label themselvesat all, feeling
a label does nothing but limit oneself to set guidelines. With an increase in young
adults publicly coming out, so has there been an increase in those who feel the
need to form a new niche for themselves based on the intensities of the categories
above. —
While some may see this in a negative light, "How can there be gay rights if
there are no gay people?" others, myself included, see it the other way around,
"How can there be anti—gay legislation if there are no gays to legislate against?"
The terminology breaking down to encompass every little difference in orientation
just further advances the concept that "gays" are just as diverse as "straights"
and perhaps more effort should be pushed onto self—identity, rather than sexual
identity. As the next generation finds itself the one who sets the standards, such
diversity is accepted and expected.
a
For some same—sex attracted youth, their sex—identity has become their
self—identity. They become activists, fighters, soldiers for a higher cause. Equally
important though are those for whom their sex life makes up only a small part of
who they are. The average same sex attracted individual, by being out to friends
and family, helps to prove that being gay is not different, but rather just another
part of being human.
f
Although a recent publication, it‘s already obsolete in a few areas. Nevertheless,
The New Gay Teenager still offers valuable insight into the mindset and lifestyle
of the current generation of same—sex attracted individuals, regardless of
identification.
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It‘s 7:00 on
And here‘s

to

the

next

20!

by Mark Jones

Saturday night ...

n March 1, Memphis Gay and Lesbian
signed up. As the Membership party went on,
Community Center saluted the past
different members of the Center‘s Board stood up
and embraced the future. In the early
and gave brief speeches about different aspects
afternoon, the Center had an open house
of the life 0 f the Center. Everyone seemed to
reception to cap off its month—long celebration of
enjoy the atmosphere at the event.
New members continue to come in. For
its 20th anniversary. Individuals who were at the
the first time in our
ribbon cutting of
history, we have 200
the first building
current Members
in 1989 were in
For the first time in our history,
and almost 50% of
attendance as
our new Members
well as first time
we have have 200 current Members
are women. On
visitors. Sadly,
March 30, another
none of the
and almost 50% of our
Membership drive
members of the
new
Members
are
women.
will
occur at Dru‘s
Memphis City
Place on Madison. A
Council, County
person can also sign
Co mmission
up
to be a Member
or local state
representatives attended the celebration,
of the Center on our website: www.mglec.org.
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community
although all were invited.
At 5:00 pm, the celebration continued down
Center looks forward to the next twenty years.
the street at Dish. A Membership drive was held
Have you become a Member yet?
and over sixty new Members for the Center were

do you know

where your

kids are?

by Rohbi Yow
ueer as Youth, or Q.A.Y, began the
summer of 2008 when the Community
Foundation of Greater Memphis awarded
MGLCC the money to begin a youth program.
Q.A.Y., originally known as Camp Out, was created
by queer educators as a response to the need for
safe spaces for the youth of Memphis and the
Mid—South. Too many Mid—South community
members had no safe outlet as teens growing up
to experience their true selves. The organizers
of Q.A.Y. hope to change this for the youth of
today. Q.A.Y., much like MAGY (Memphis Area Gay
Youth) is a place for youth ages 14 to 19 to meet
and hang out with other youth while learning and
expressing their creativity in a safe space.
Last summer Q.A.Y. met every Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday from 2:00 to 5:00 P.M.
The original name "Camp Out" was changed
by the youth during the transition from the
summer schedule to the school year schedule.
Q.A.Y. now meets the first and third Saturdays
of each month at MGLCC from 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
‘During each Q.A.Y. gathering there are activities
and educational experiences such as theatre, art,
cooking, sewing, career education, health info.,
knitting, crocheting, physical ed (water sports,
water theatre, badminton, hacky sack, croquet
and horseshoes), foreign language, film making,
dance, etc., etc., etc. Anyone ages 14 to 19 are
welcome whether you are queer or not!
Parents are welcome to meet the volunteers
and tour the building during MGLCC‘s regular
open hours. However, during Q.A.Y. time only
pre—approved volunteers and the Q.A.Y. youth
are allowed inside the Q.A.Y. space. This is to
ensure confidentiality and maximize the safety
and comfort of the youth.
All Q.A.Y. volunteers must passa background
check and go through an interview—style
screening by the Q.A.Y. coordinators, This ensures
Q.A.Y. youth‘s safe, educational and creative
experience when participating in the program.
Volunteers are energetic, open minded, and good
listeners who collectively teach a diverse array of

Some of the best people‘do

activities and skills.
Anyone with questions, thoughts, interest,
or ideas please contact Rohbi Yow at qay@mglec.
org.
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Membership Corner
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GAY AND LESBIAN

The Place to Find the Latest MGLCC
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Membership Information

Let‘s Continue the March Madness!
Our membershipdrives are gearing up! With your help, we are success—
fully spreading the word about the great things MGLCC does and gain—
ing new Members every day. Please continue to use your membership
card and support businesses that support MGLCC. We would especially
like to thank Dish and Dru‘s Place for their generosity during the first
two MGLCC membership drives. We look forward to working with our
other Business Partners in the near future.
New Business Partner
In March, Underground Art Tattoos andPiercings became aMGLCC
Business Partner. Visit them today to get your 10% discount. See the
table below for a full list of available discounts for Members from all of
our Business Partners.
Make Sure You Are on the Mailing List
MGLCC‘s Executive Director sends out notices to Members via‘e—mail
of special events and programs. Make sure we have your e—mail address
so we can notify you of important information. If you would like to be
added to our mailing list, contact Will Batts at whatts@mglec.org.

VDllxbROL Day
\\l ¥
lTY he 5,

BUSINESS
PARTNER
2g¢

Creations by Malone Freeskincare consultation and $5.00 couponWith

$25.00 purchase of skincare products
Dish

20% off food & beverages (Mon—Thurs)*
20% off food (Fri—Sun)* (*excludes holidays & special events)

Dru‘s Place

$1.00 off any food item anytime

Experiential Healing

25% off services

Center
Hi Gorgeous

Monthly Specials — See www.mglec.org for details

Inz & Outz

10% off entire purchase

Kendall B. Dowell _
@ The Salon

___

{exclusive to Kendall)

Free haircut for the first MGLCC Card Holder each
month. $10.00 off basic color anytime. $20 off
— hi—lites anytime. $5 off men‘s haircuts anytime. —

LUX Style

10% off entire purchase

Massage Studio

$10 discount on any massage .

Memphis Center for

10% off all medical services

(excludlng lab fees)

Reproductive Health
Midtown Galleries
*

10% discount on furnishings and artwork. 25% —
discount on fabrics, wall covering, and furmture

made to order
Molly‘s La Casita

Free dip with purchase of 2 entrees or lunches

Musicians at Work___ 5% discount on adult piano classes
Opera Memphis
The Pumping
Station

2 for 1 on single tickets and subscriptions
‘
§

Susan Mackenzie,
Attorney at Law

Free pizza with purchase of any pitcher of beer
:
sae
10% discount on up to $1,000 in civil or personal
services such as wills, powers of attorney, co—
parenting agreements and mediation

Underground Art
10% discount on tattoos or piercings (notvalid Wlth
Tattoos and Piercing other offers)

sould be intere
website at www

1) The MGLCC Chili Team won the 2009
People‘s Choice Award for their Cajun Crawfish Chili on February 28 at
the Cooper—Young Association Chili Cook—off Contest. The annual competition benefits Peabody School. From
left to right the team members were Marc Brown, Caleb Simmons, Mickey Maxwell, Jonathan Pearson and
[ Mark Lambert.
7
;
f
2) Curtis Petty (left) welcomes two new members of MGLCC , Domonic Cooper (center) and Kenan Gilmore.
3) Current MGLCC president Len Piechowski reminisces with former MGLCC vice—president Heidi Cranford Williams
at the 20th Anniversary Open House on March 1.
4A) Several partiers at Dish celebrate their new MGLCC membership at the membership drive on March 1. The
drive that night resulted in $6,725 in membership contributions and pledges.
5) Eileen Castine and Ricci Mundi chat during the Open House celebration on March1.
6) The inimitable Steve Solomon basks in the afterglow of twodecades of MGLCC fun and services.
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by Christopher Peterson
hat the struggle for equal rights and

few key differences, the injustice done to

give blood (is homosexuality contagious?) is

treatment of homosexual, bisexual and

this community holds an eerie "sameness" to

the same sort of ridiculousness as segregating

transgender people (commonly referred

the injustice done to other communities. For

cemeteries (for fear of godknowswhat). Sure,

4

to in the larger community as the ‘gay

the caveats are different, but the spirit is

rights movement‘) is similar in a myriad

one and the same: (mis)use of the political

of ways to other equal rights movements

system to refuse to grant people the same _

(Black, Amerindian, Women, etc.) is both

rights as other people.

fortunate and unfortunate. It is unfortunate

The similarities and shared experiences

in that it seems that we as a society appear

of oppression provide a fortunate

determined to refuse the lessons ofhistory

opportunity for cooperation. Some have

"and to continue to retreat in fear of "the

already noticed this. Controversially,

other" no matter how irrational our fear is.

James Cone, one of the forefathers of

However sad this fact may be, the similarities

Black Liberation Theology, has pointed

existing between different struggles provide

out the need of all of the communities of

opportunities in terms of both the ability to

oppressed—blacks, those from thethird

draw from the successes and failures of one

world, women, homosexuals, amerindians,

another and more importantly in terms of

immigrants, etc.—to struggle together,

potential cooperation.

learning from one another. Angela

Before any comparisons can be made

Davis also points out that these struggles

between the struggle for equality by other

are inseparable, not only because they are

groups and the ‘gay rights‘ movement can

all fighting against the same dominant

be made two commonly made errors should

society, but because these groups often

be pointed out. First, a common error made

share members.

especially by straight people is to believe

Historically, there have been a few of

that the ‘gay rights movement‘ is new.

us that come from the dominant class,

Considering the audience, | do not feel the

who have shown desire and will to join

need to clarify the point that any movement

_one or more of these struggles. However,

for equality is as old as the oppression itself.

there has always remained the ambiguous

Secondly, it should be pointed outthat

question of our role. Unfortunately, the

all people homo and hetero that see the

mistake that has been made over and over

necessity of equality for everyone, regardless

again has been to try to take a leadership

of orientation, have to understand that the

role, presuming that since we know

aforementioned struggles (and countless

the dominant class, we know what the

others) are NOT over. It is inappropriate, then,

oppressed need to do in order to "fit in."

to think about the ‘gay rights movement‘ as

This is the worst mistake that we can make.

«"this generation‘s struggle." That would do

As | see it, all that we can and should do, if

injustice to all of these struggles alike by

we really want to help, is to listen and get
example, the appeal to rights of individual states

putting priority on any one movement.

involved by becoming a follower, rather than a

to decide who gets to get married is disgustingly

leader. We do not know oppression, therefore

similar to the rights of states to segregate. Aside

our response has to be to faithfully follow and

can see that the ‘gay rights movement‘ is

from the political, the social similarities are

fundamentally the same. While retaining a
«#>

strikingly similar: refusing to allow gay men to
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Wait... there‘s a

club for that?

by: Elizabeth Flanders Pitts
y leadership class recently spent a day at the state capitol, taking a tour and visiting with area
Senators and Representatives. Our activities also included a luncheon at a ritzy club, paid
for by a lobbyist, with a couple of our legislators in attendance (our host/chair paid for the
legislators‘ lunches, of course). During the course of a lovely meal, our district‘s state Representative
had the opportunity to address us and tell us how important his work is. He used, by way of example,
a bill he‘d introduced in February of this year that would mandate parental consent for any student to
join any extracurricular club sponsored or endorsed by a public school. Schools would need to notify
parents of what clubs are in existence and parents could deny consent for students to participate (it‘s
Oklahoma HB1826, if you‘d like to view the text).
In my opinion, this Representative is a man who likes to point out little things he does in order to
endear himself to the public —I won‘t go into all that here; suffice it to say he and I have acknowledged
that we respect each other‘s opinions and I enjoy poking him with sticks. Nonetheless, this bill (and
the point of his bringing it up in the first place) mystified more than one of my ‘classmates.
Allow me to point out that I am in the liberal minority of this leadership class; it‘s largely populated
by "Good OI‘ Boy" insurance guys and women who work at banks. I love them all dearly and do my
best to be respectful of their opinions, but | do find myself grimacing at some of the conversations
that go on during class discussions. This bill seemed to surprise people regardless of party affiliation
orpolitical leanings, and the consensus was that it was in reaction to the increase in GLBT clubs in
some larger cities and towns around the state. Surprisingly, the shock registering on the faces of my
colleagues was not from the existence of these clubs, but the lack of parental
involvement and the abuse of state resources that this bill exemplified. Why
would anyone believe this to be necessary? Why would parents be so concerned
about what clubs their kids belong to, but so detached from their lives that they

Why are we paying this
man to introduce this bill?
The thing that struck me most was that none of my classmates expressed
support for such a bill; there were no fist—pumping HELL YEAHs raised in solidarity
for legislation that would most definitely end up hindering participation in
some of the clubs that provide support for young adults, an already vulnerable
population of citizensin any area, much less our rural community. This is the
_reddest state in the nation (or it feels like it, anyway — not one county in Oklahoma
went blue last November, if you can believe that), and even the guy who has
four Republican party stickers on his pickup was wondering what the heck this
legislation was for.
| find it comforting that my classmates questioned this politician‘s motivation.
I find it heartening that they endorse parental involvement and communication
over legislative oversight. And I find it delightful that there are clubs at the school
across town that people want to raise a ruckus over. It pleases me that I‘m not
the only one poking people with sticks, raising eyebrows and inspiring people
to write bills. I only hope that the young people in the school across town find
the support and the comfort they‘re looking for... if not from their parents and
family‘s consent, then from the peers whose cameraderie makes a club of any
meeting.
don‘t actually know, or can‘t ask the kids themselves?

SUBMISSION DEADLINE
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TRIANGLE SPORTS

Women‘s Rugby Club engages SIU

in prom dress competition

* Criminal Defense
ela} ery
)
1) The Memphrs Flamingos arepictured before all the actlon egrns
at.their March21 home game at East ngh School
against the Southern llllnolsUmversnty SalukrsThe Flamingos later won the
competition 15-0in their ﬁrst~everprom
fdressgame ant
.
L

* Wills / Power of Attorney
* Personal Injury

2) The Flammgos and Salukrsform a scrum to restart after apenalty
f 2 3) ItJustdoesn‘t get any better than thrs, if)youre a womanrugby player'
. 4 JordanWrcksoftheSouthem llhnors Salukrssurveys thecompetition
5) Beth Hallclorson of the Hamrngoscant wart to breakinher
new uniforms

61 line—outbnngsthehall backmtobounds

{a

wa s

heFlamingos havehad awinning sprmg season. Therr next home. games illbe onApl’ll 1 8 against teams‘from: Little
— Rock andAtlanta. Call the WomensRugby Hotline at90141323647 or seewwwmemphrswomensruqby
comformore
| mformatron a .
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266 South FRoNT $taset, Suits 206 MemrBis, TN 38103 (901) 527—1316
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Penna eect ation and Specialization.
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THE OUTLOOK
PRESENTS

BLACK ANDGAY
HOMOSEXUALIWINTHE
BLACKCOMMUNITY
FRIDAY June 19, 2009 AT 3 Pm

MEMPHIS GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER.
JOIN US AS WE TALK TO LOCAL BLACK PAsTORS
AND PARENTS ABOUT WHY THE TOPIC OF BLACK
2 _
HOMOSEXUALITY Is TABOO.—
k FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
_
NATASHA B‘UVRNHT- HOLMES j
AT_
NATASHABURNE'IT95@YAHOOCOM OR
THEOUTLOOKMEMPHIS@YAHOOCOM

MASSGE
sap
BY
NATIONALLYCERTIFIEDMASSAGETHERAPIST
IN/OUT
CALLS
GIFT CERTIFICATES

17161—7977
BY APPOINTMENT

PI’O m iSES continued from page 5

grounds of his Christian faith, but that he
supports legally equivalent civil unions. This
was his position throughout the campaign.
However, there are grounds to believe he‘ll back
us up on the civil unions. He voted against the
Federal Marriage Amendment which would
have constitutionally banned gay marriage. The .
White House says Obama supports the repeal
of the Defense of Marriage Act which prohibits
the federal government from recognizing gay
marriage and allows states not to recognize gay
marriages performed in other states. They also
say that he supports the rights given in marriage
to be extended in civil unions. This would
include adoption rights and federal government
benefits.
The recent Washington Post report that at
least 3% of Washington, DC is HIV+ has placed*
a spotlight on Obama‘s promises on HIV/AIDS
in the minds of many. He‘s promised to increase.
US global funding to fight HIV/AIDS to $50
billion annually. He‘s promised a federal HIV/
AIDS strategy the would include all government
agencies and that will play a prominent role in
his proposed health care reform. In the past,he
showed a commitment to this issue when as a
Senator he cosponsored legislation to expand
Medicare coverage to more low income HIV+
patients.
Lastly, we come to his promises on hate
crime legislation. According to the White House,
Obama will ask congress to pass the Matthew
Shepard Act which would expand federal hate
crimes protection to include sexual orientation
and gender identity. They say he will includ hate
crime enforcement as a priority in the rebuilding
of the Department of Justice.
Any relationship takes work. We don‘t want
to come off as too distrustful. However, we know
from experience that even a good man‘s eyes can
wander to a new and exciting interest group. We
should stay visibleand remind him of our mutual
commitment. _. | >
§
a
._ Don‘t break our hearts Mr. Obama!

Fi n d i n g Me continued from page 14
cocky. "Confident, not cocky" replies Lonnie. Who doesn‘t like confidence in a* —
person? From this point on, Lonnie initiates all meetings and communication
with a reluctant Faybien who is secretly turned on even more by Lonnie‘s
ist
"confident" personality, along with his charm and good looks. They have a
lot in common, and it looks like a perfect pairing in the making, including .
their initial passionate night together. As usual, Faybien‘s fear and instinct.
of escaping kicks in, and he spends a lot of time avoiding Lonnie. Insert my
life here. Oh, what a lonely boy! Finding Me, a TLA release, is the debut for
freshman Haitian American filmmaker Roger Omeus, Jr. The story is familiar
and one that hits home with a lot of people, myself included. The characters
are fun and outrageous, and I‘m sure you all havesimilar friends in your own
life. Finding Me shows how the struggle to find love and acceptanceon the?

insideand out is common among us all.

E>
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TOpera/Memphispresents Gounod‘s Faust
Openlygay man to appear as Mephistopheles
byLen Piechowski
% withperformancesApril25thand28that
peraMemphiswillpresentGounod‘sFaust
the Orpheum
Theatre.
Celebrating
150
years
since
i
t
s
premiere,
Fausttells
the
age—old
story
of
selling
one‘s
soul
to
the
Devil
to
hang
onsupernatural
to the pleasures
ofwomenoperaandenthusiaston
youth.This
taletakesthe
adventure where
good triumphs overevil
—anguaranteeing
a riveting

roles which he has performed
include Colline (La Boheme),
Ferrando (/l Trovatore), Count
Ceprano (Rigoletto), Crespel
(Les Contes d‘Hoffmann),
the Duke of Verona (Romeo
et Juliette), Antonio (The
Marriage of Figaro), and King
eveningBoth shows
Balthazar (Amahl and the
start at 7:30PM.
is
NightVisitors).
a.
Former Opera Memphis Artlst—ln—Re5|dence
Opera Memphis‘ Faust
and openly gay Darren K. Stokes will return
also features other notables:
to Memphis to play the role of the demon
Metropolitan Opera tenor
&Mephistopheles.
Adam Klein in the title role
— Stokes says he came out as a gay man after —and Caroline Worra, last
seen as Carmen‘s Micaela, as
beginning his professional music career with
Marguerite. And Mark Walters
the Virginia Opera in the opera chorus. He was
returns to Opera Memphis
frustrated by some of the homophobic attitudes
to play the role of Valentin.
that he has encountered in the opera. He has
Matthew Lata directs in his
heard "fellow performers referring to people on
Opera Memphis debut. In
the streets as faggots" and using other derogatory
addition to an extraordinary
terms. "I remember hearing a performer during
cast, Faust will feature a
a rehearsal say ‘that‘s so gay‘ when the director
had made what the speaker considered a foolish — design concept known as.
decision." He told the man "do you not think I
"steampunk", or a marriageof
know what you call me behind my back? I had
Victorian dress and fictional
technological inventions like
to speak up and object to such attitudes." Being
gay in the world of opera "has made me more
those found in the works of
H.G. Wells and Jules Verne.
expressive, both on stage and in my personal life. |
know that a lot of people will be surprised at this,
Faust tickets range from
but I went to see Milk a few weeks ago, and I now
$10 — $77, and opera/concert
consider myself more gay than black."
packages are available for $20
in some seating sections. On
Stokes is troubled by the lack of equality
A Dead Machine tickets are
experienced by the GLBT community. Reflecting
.on Proposition 8 he says "so many of us have
$5 with any Faust ticket. To
— been with our partners much longer than many
purchase tickets, call the Opera Memphis box office at901.257.3100:
" heterosexual couples and there are people who
are trying to take everything away from us."
Although he hopes that the recent elections will
remedy some of the inequality, he "worr[ies] that
we‘ll have to take a back seat while everyone is
focusing on the economy ... this make take some
_ time, but we must keep working."
"__ Stokes began his singing career in 2002 after
"working as a chemist in a lab" for several years. _
—He tells Triangle Journal that he "looks forward
to returning to Memphis," for however brief this
— stay might be. He hales from Suffolk, Virginia,
wand even though he has spent a lot of time in
larger cities such as Chicago performing for two
‘seasons in the distinguished Ryan Opera Center
of the Lyric Opera of Chicago and living in New
_ York for eight years, he prefers a smaller city
—__Tike Memphis, which feels "more like home." His
"service as Opera Memphis Artist—in—Residence
was from February to April of 2004. To date,

— Darren Stokes

OperaMemphisis aBusmess Partner ofMGLCC

Besure to presentyourMGLCCMembershipcard

forMembe‘ f r-onlydiscounts.n

Formoreinformationonbecoming
an MGLCC Member andthediscountsoffered
please
seeourwebsrteatwww.mglcc.org
orall2786422
<a.
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Moonlight and

students with valid ID, $10
for children under 12.

Magnolias spoofs

Theatre Memphis is
located at 630 Perkins

how big screen

Extended (cornerofPerkins
Extd. and Southern).
For tickets, call the Box

classic was made

Office at 901.682.8323
or visit our website at

by Ron Hutchinson

Theatre Memphis presents Moonlight
and Magnolias, a fast—paced comedy set
in 1939 Hollywood. Producer David O.
Selznick has shut down production of his new
epic, Gone With the Wind The screenplay not
only doesn‘t work but barely exists. So what‘s a
movie mogul to do? While fending off the film‘s
stars, gossip columnists and his own father—in—
law, Selznick sends for famed screenwriter Ben
Hecht and director Victor Fleming from the set of
The Wizard of Oz. The three men labor over five
days to fashion a screenplay that will become
the blueprint for one of the most successful and
beloved films of all time.
Veteran actors Jerry Chipman, Jude Knight,
Barclay Roberts and Tony Isbell form an ensemble
of characters that create the mayhem and deliver

www.theatrememphis.
org. Theatre Memphis
receives
from

funding

ArtsMemphis

and Tennessee

Arts

Commission. Moonlight
and Magnolias is directed
by Bennett Wood and
the Season Sponsor is
The Arthur F. and Alice
E. Adams Foundation.
the Presenting Season
Sponsor is SunTrust Bank,
the Season Media Sponsor
is Clear Channel Outdoor
and Sponsors are Regions
Bankand Geneand Sandra
Cochran.

the witty dialogue that pays tribute to what is
considered to be one scenario of what really
happened in Hollywood back in its heyday.
Loosely based on what researchers have believed
to be a true story, Director Bennett Wood says,
"Gone with the Wind is consistently at or near

Wow!

Lucky for

us!

it came to be fascinating. | also enjoy the ego
struggles between the three enormous talents
responsible for it — producer David O Selznick,
writer Ben Hecht and director Victor Fleming."
Performances for Moonlight and Magnolias
are March 27 — April 11, at 7:30 pm on Wednesday
(4/08/2009) and Thursdays, 8pm Fridays and
Saturdays, with matinees at 2pm on Sundays.
Prices for Moonlight and Magnolias are $23
for an adult, $15 for high school and college

is

back!

Charles Busch that is!
by Hal Harmon

the top of everybody‘s list of great movies, mine
included. So I found this hilarious account of how

Busch

merald Theatre Company (ETC) once again

E brings the Midsouth a quirky comedy from
playwright Charles Busch. You Should Be
So Lucky will be performed at ETC on April 3,
4, 5 and 10, 11, 12 at TheatreWorks. Curtain on
Fridays and Saturdays is at 8 pm and at 2 pm on
Sundays.
In this play, a timid young electrologist‘s
act of altruism leads to a ten million dollar
inheritance, but only after he accidentally shocks
his benefactor, the elderly Mrs. Rosenberg,
causing a fatal heart attack.
Rosenberg‘s fiercely materialistic

daughter resents sharing her inheritance with
Christopher and they do battle on the Oprah—like
Wanda Wang Show. The plot becomes even more
outrageous when Christopher‘s flamboyant sister
and Rosenberg‘s ghost appear.
You Should Be So Lucky is directed by Bruce
Bui and features Jamie Hale, Bruce Bui, Savannah
Bearden, Gina Garrone, Stephanie Norwood
and Johnathan Underwood. ETC has already
produced many of Busch‘s other works such as
Vampire Lesbians of Sodom, Psycho Beach Party —
and Die Mommy Die.
Call 272—0909 to make your reservations.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE
Pictures and articles for the
Steve Solomon
Office : 901.278.4380
Residence : 901.454.1931
54 S. Cooper « Memphis, T‘n 38104
E—mail : stevenc1@a0ol.com

May Triangle Journal are due:

April 22, 2009 :

f

saving our ﬁcmmunééy fort 19 ysau!
Please call me when you are measly to
self or to puwgass a home. O want to
he your zzal estate connsclion.

E—mail: editors@timemphis.com
Mail: Triangle Journal — 892 South Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
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L & T Entertainment presented the Miss Mid America 2009 pageant at Crossroads on March 13. The,
competition was an official preliminary tothe Miss Gay America

2010 pageant

1) On hand for the occasion was Miss Gay America 2009 Vlctona DePaula who opened the show by
performing Rocky Top for the delighted audience.
2) Memphis Michaels worked her evening magic on the crowd.
3) The future Miss Mid America Chantel Rashae performed the prelude to The Wizard of 0z, accented by»
Somewhere Over the Rainbow and climaxing with Reach Out and Touch Me.
4) The radiant Sasha Nicole was Miss Mid America 2008.
5) Sasha Leigh Chambers stirred the amazed crowdwith her dramatic interpretation. Ms. Chambers was .
later distinguished as the second alternate in the pageant.
6) MadisonLashay and her entourage shake up the crowd. Ms. Lashay was later named first alternate.
7) The Mistress of Ceremonies for the evening gown competition and on—stage interviews was Dominique
Sanchez.
8) Terry Eason (left) and Larry Tyger (right)of L & T Entertainment celebrated afterward with Chantel
Rashae (center left) and Madison Lashay (centerright).
9) The panelofjudges included (fromleft to right) Jennifer Mason,Mikaila Kay,Byron Cole, and Paulette J
Harness.
:
10) 'Chantel Rashae is crowned Miss Mid America 2009 by Victoria DePaula (left) and Sasha Nicole
{right).
—
Photo spread is courtesy of Matt Malone.
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TRIANGLE RELIGION

TRIANGLE LisTENS

The Right Reverend Eugene Robinson, first openly
gay Episcopal bishop, visits Memphis

g

Dear Editor:
t z‘

Be

by Vincent Astor

G

t Thanksto everyoneatilTriangIerournalfor the
| wonderful tribute to mypartner Richard "Ruth
Anne" Martinthat appeared in

he Rt. Rev. Gene Robinson, openly gay
bishop of the Diocese of New Hampshire,
came to Memphis as part of Calvary
Episcopal Church‘s Lenten Preaching Series.
Bishop Robinson spoke at noonday worship on
March 19 and 20 and also at a special evening
gathering co—hosted by Integrity Memphis.
Integrity is the GLBT—supportive organization
within the Episcopal Church.
Although he has been a focus of controversy
in the Anglican Communion, Bishop Robinson‘s
real ministry is about preaching the Gospel
and helping congregations in the Diocese of
New Hampshire to be faithful witnesses in their
community. Bishop Robinson began theThursday
evening gathering by calling it a conversation
rather than a sermon or lecture.
One of his first points was, "The Episcopal
Church is going to be just fine. The Anglican
Communion is going to be just fine." He believes
that eventually being GLBT will become a non—
issue just as it was a non—issue during his election
as bishop. He says he may not live to see this

your last issue! .

GLBTcommunityhas been so supportive
and helpful at thistime of personalloss——.
Ruth Anne and |had beencommitted for 40
years. Support came from all elements of the.
community, particularly Holy Trinity UCC and
the Mardi Gras Krewes in Memphis and from
my extended family in both Memphrs andLittle
Rock.
Believe me it was greatly. apprecrated

§

The

*Sincerely,
Jim Norcross
b’

Editor‘s note: We‘ll miss herand we‘ll be, thinking
ofyou.

Take care ofyourself, Jim.

fulfilled but, "If we don‘t live to see it, it is enough
to have our place in the line." He finds coming
out to be of great importance so more and more
people will know a GLBT person and by that
revise a world view which they were taught, not
necessarily the world view that is most positive.
He used the welcome he had received in
Memphis to exemplify that such a welcome in
many places shows "the best of the Episcopal
Church." He spoke of the tradition of inclusivity,
which dates back to the policies of Elizabeth I of
England that is a hallmark of Episcopalians. "We
find our unity at the altar, where we all gather for
the Eucharist," and then can go back to the pews
and disagree about many things. He found this
type of open discussion that respects the dignity
of all to be a great contribution of the Anglican
Church.
—
He also sees the current controversy over his
election as very similar to coming out to one‘s
family. "The Bishop of New Hampshire went to
the Archbishop of Canterbury and said, ‘I‘m gay,.
Then the church, like a family, has to learn to deal
with that. In the end, lovewins. God wins with
overpowering love."
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TRIANGLE SNAPsHOTsS

Bishop Robinson visits Integrity Memphis and MGLCC

Prescott

Church

A welcome and affirming church at
961 Getwell Road
(South of Park)
Accepting, safe and inviting for all God‘s children.
901—327—8479 ~ www.prescottchurchmemphis.org
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Hear

me out

...

Indigo Girls,

by Chris Azzopardi
Indigo Girls, Poseidon and the Bitter Bug
Even with some‘solid solo projects, there‘s still
nothing quite like Emily Saliers and Amy Ray: The
Lesbian Yin—Yang. Those rich harmonies? Hard to
= live without: They‘re in full—force on their major

Kelly Clarkson, Trixie

and though Poseidon and the Bitter Bug takes
few risks sonically — though the R&B grooved
"Digging for Your Dreams" is a welcome meander
= it does vocally, especially when Ray trades in
her hot—blooded rocker voice for a softer higher
range on "Sugar Tongue." Finally, a "bug" worth
Grade: B+
catching.

label departure — and first album in three years,

Kelly Clarkson, All I Ever Wanted
The prime "American Idol" suffered a bad splrt on
focus a bit fromthe music to the head—lingering
her
so—so last album, My December. And not just |
lyrics (showcased further on the—second disc,
with
her boyfriend. With most of us, too — and
an acoustic set with one bonus track). Wrth,_
radio, record exec Clive Davis and pre—pubescent
minimalistic production from Mitchell Froom,
girls who lost their lungs to "Since U Been
who also worked on the girls‘ more rock—heavy
Gone.":So what a relief it was when she came
"Despite Our Differences," emotionally—fueled
running back into our arms with the desperately
— lines like, "We will have caught onto something
infectious "My Life Would Suck Without You."The
by the end of the day, but mostly we think
lead single from her fourth LP is make—up sex.
_ about the one that got away." Aww. Indigo Girls
—
And
as predictable asit is, it‘s not necessarily a
*
_ _ have always been the heart—on—sleeves type,
*®
a beautifully nuanced 10—song setthat shifts the

FriendsFor Life
Presents

reflection of the entire radio—ready disc. It‘s the
natural progression from chart—whore Breakaway,
boasting some hella catchy hooks (especially on
Pink—sounding "Don‘t Let Me Stop You"), ethereal
Sarah McLachlan—like vocals (set—best "Already
Gone") and a purity kiss—off co—penned by Katy
Perry ("I Do Not Hook Up"). Even the grunge—pop
of "Whyyawannabringmedown" works. Kelly,
youre forgiven.
Grade: A—
Telling on Trixie, Ugly, Broke & Sober_
The New York—quintet felt the recession when
they realized their piggy banks were empty.
But when fans from five different continents
chipped in $20,000 to fund the Logo—approved
group‘s independent sophomore LP, a pop/
rock set produced by guitarist Tommy Kessler
and Jamie Siegel (Lauryn Hill) was born: Out
frontman Derek Nicoletto‘s soul—bathed rocker _
chops, which has naturally drawncomparisons
to David Bowie, are Silly Putty versatile, working
their way through a combustible explosion of
electric guitar and tenderly hitting falsetto on
slowburners (sincerely corny"The Deepest Dive").
The ominous sounding take on Belinda Carlisle‘s
_bubbly—pop "Mad About You," cut with a blazing
guitar riff, is refreshing, if a bit stalker sounding.
None of it‘s really ugly, though — even if some
of it‘stoo rock—group generic, like the title track
«= but what‘sreally refreshing is the funk—rock —
"A.N.F.O.,an elusive Scissor Sisters—sorta sing—a—
long. That aural catch, like many others, will test —
your musical sobriety.
Grade: B—
Also Out!

Thursday, April 30 —

For More Information and a List of Participating

Restaurants:

Lk.

www.friendsforlifecorp.org

The most satisfying meal you‘ll have all year!
#A —

Fnrsmlas Fun
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_ Pete Doherty,‘ Grace/Wastelands
The Kate Moss—linked lad‘s solo debut is pretty
charming, with oft—melodic mid—tempos that
surprise with Doherty‘s slurry delivery that
sounds crack—influenced. Which sounds about
right. Catchiest isfirst single "Last of the English _
Roses" — the video of which ends in a man—on—
man smooch. Once a rentboy, now just kinda
queer.

U2, No Line on the Horizon
Say hello to a new ‘tude. Dabbling in a newfound
flair, leaving some WTF—ing over their first glam— _ __
rock single "Get On Your Boots," the humanitarian
group‘s 12th studio album — delivered five
years after their last LP — is a grower, revealing a .
_ graceful veer toward an experimental shake—up. —
Youll wanna be let into the sound.
The Decemberists, The Hazards ofLove
Epic in its execution, the always—stellar band‘s
latest swaps indie—pop for a more rock opera
— vibe.ADHDs, be advised: Its story — involving two
lovers, a lecherous rake and aforest queen — is _
attention hungry. And set against atmospheric
arrangements (especially that on ethereal—rocker_
"The Wanting Comes in Waves/Repaid"), it‘s
totally worth digesting.
>

TRIANGLE COCKTAIL CHATTER

drink

by

any

other

name

better. One bartender friend makes every drink

by Camper English

a ridiculous pun that makes you feel like a fool
ven if I enjoyed having a Sex on the Beach

for requesting. The worst was the Cardamom My

(the drink), I would probably feel too

Dearest. (If you don‘t get that reference you may

embarrassed to order one in public. Luckily

not be this publication‘starget audience.)

my aversion to peach schnapps precludes me

Some drinks have the wrong name entirely,

from asking the bartender for a cocktail named

which only bothers cocktail dorks like me. I

after an uncomfortable erotic act. Seriously, have

get huffy when cocktails are called a flavor
— of Martini — Chocolate Martini, Apple Martini,

you tried it?
The Sex on the Beach was popular in the
vodka—schnapps drink era of the 1980‘s, as were
cutesy—sexy cocktail names you neverwanted to.
hear your parents order. We had the Fuzzy Navel,
the Freddy Fudpucker, and the Slow Comfortable
Screw. Sadly, these drinks seem almost quaint
now as many cocktail names have become
downright dirty. One online drink database lists
327 drinks with the word ‘sex" in the name, and
there are probably seven cocktails named for
every position in the Kama Sutra.
Luckily, not many of these drinks make
it into popular circulation, and the ones that
do are generally served in nightclubs where
commanding the bartender to give you a Reverse
Cowgirl ends well whether it‘s served in a glass
or in the back of the coat check room.
Overly cute cocktail names are only slightly

Orange Martini, whatever. I have a theory that
this naming schema was popularized during
the late 1990‘s dot—com boom when every job
title changed to superlative like ‘diva‘ or ‘guru‘
whether or not they were deserved. You had
the mailroom guru and the accounts payable
diva getting together for a Death by Chocolate
Martini.
&
These not—really Martinis are usually vodka
plus a flavored liqueur with a splash of fruit
juice and a slathering of sugar on the rim, so I
suppose they do belong in the same category
as each other — just not, in my opinion, in the
Martini category.
:
When I create cocktails, which is more
often than I‘ll admit in polite company, | try to
name them sensibly so I can remember what‘s
in them the next day. I‘ll make a Strawberry

Mojito or a Fizzy
Lemon Daiquiri
and be done with
it. But if my new
drink doesn‘t
closely resemble
another one, I‘ll try
to use an acronym
for the ingredients
— like the COP with
cognac, orange
liqueur, and pear.
The problem with
the Sex on the
Beach is that its
ingredients — vodka,
orange juice, peach schnapps, and cranberry
— don‘t spell a word no matter how you arrange
the letters VOPC.
Then again, neither does LGBT, and we all> f
know what the ingredients are in that. Maybe
we should consider re—branding ourselves like
an easy—to—pronounce drink instead — it could be
a great PR move. People will whisper, "Is it true
that he‘s really Pink Delicious?"
Camper English is a cocktails andspirits writer
andpublisher ofAlcademics.com.
\& ~
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Professional Paint Services

Trent

Gatewood —

901-649-3270 ’
Free estimates
Affordable rates
——— Interior/exterior painting _
__ Wall paper removal _
_
Sheetrock repair —
Light carpentry _
16 years .
— Serving the GLBTcommunityfor
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S
April 5
Palm Sunday
Emerald Theatre
Company‘s You
Should Be So Lucky
at TheatreWorks 2
pm.Call 272—0909 for
reservations.
April 12

April 6
Outflix Night at
Chili‘s in Cordova
3:30 to 11 pm
Call 278—6422 for
information. _
MGLCC‘s Bachelor
and Bachelorette
Auction planning
team meeting
at 6:30 pm

U
April 7
_
Mid—South Comfort
Care Coalition "Green
Funerals" at 5:30 pm
at Trezvant Assisted
Living Center
(326—8861)
April 28
Faust at Orpheum
Theatre at 7:30,.pm

Easter Sunday
Emerald Theatre
Company‘s You
Should Be So Lucky at
TheatreWorks 2 pm.
Call 272—0909 for
reservations.
April 19
Bluff City Sport‘s
Association Softball
season begins
MGLCC Board of
Directors meeting
at 2 pm.

April 13
MGLCC‘s Bachelor
and Bachelorette
Auction planning
team meeting
at 6:30 pm
April 20
MGLCC‘s Bachelor
and Bachelorette
Auction planning
team meeting
at 6:30 pm
Every

Every
Sunday
Tea Dance at Metro
every Sunday 4 p.m.
Pool Tournament
at Pumping Station
every Sunday 6pm
Country Sissy Bingo
Crossroads at 8 p.m.

Monday
Women‘s Rugby Club
practice 6:30 pm at
Tobey Fields
Second
& Fourth
Mondays
Perpetual Transition —
transgender support
group meets at
7:30 p.m. at MGLCC

Every Tues
Phoenix AA (Open
AA group) Grace—St.
Luke‘s Church, 1790
Peabody at 8 p.m.
The Caring Group:
Relaxation and
destressing by subtle
energy practices at
Holy Trinity UCC
at 7 p.m.

Please see our
online calendar at
www.mglcc.org
for changes and
additions.
Please send your
events and activities
to editors@
timemphis.com for
monthly publication
in
Day In Day Out

April 15

_

Tax
Day _
Women‘s Potluck
6:30 pm.
at MGLCC _

April 22
May TJ submission
deadline
Every
Wednesday
HIV testing at MGLCC
6:00—9:00 p.m.

Every
Second
Wednesday
TEP meeting at
Quetzal at 6:30 pm.

Dining-OutFor, f
Life see www. _
friendsforlife.org

Every _
Thursday
Women‘s Rugby Club
practice 6:30 pm at
Tobey Fields
Cotton Pickin‘
Squares square
dancing group at
Prescott Church at
7:00 p.m.
Karaoke at
Dru‘s Place at 9 pm

Bluff
S
Association Softbal
Season kickoff event _
at MGLCC at7 pm

Every
Friday
Karaoke at
Dru‘s Place at 9 pm
First Congo Films at
First Congregational
Church at 7 & 9 p.m.
Seriously Sober at
Holy Trinity UCC at
8:00 p.m.
Drag Show at
Crossroads at 11 p.m.

is still
speaking,

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
A Welcoming Congregation of The United Church of Christ
N COMMUNITY FOUNDED 1990 BY GAY AND LESBIAN PEOPLE IN MEMPHIS THAT IS OPEN TO ALL

Sunday Worship at 11 a.m.
685 S. Highlan
Memphis, TN 3
www. holytrinitymemphis.org
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FOR TEENS AGES 14—19
MEETS APRIL 4 AND 18 AT 7 PM
AT MGLCC ~ 892 SQUTH COOPER
SEE WW
OR
CALL 901—278—6422 FOR DETAILS

April 18
Women‘s Rugby Club
home games against
Atlanta and Little
Rock at Tobey Fields
at noon
Queer As Youth at
MGLCC 7 —9 pm
April 25
Faust at Orpheum
Theatre at 7:30 pm

CommunNnITty

¥ Indicates Triangle Journal
distribution points.

Please letusknow11Cyour
contact mformatzonchanges so
that We can keep our community —
___ updatedwith |_
A
_ accurate mforma tion.
. Thanks? A
W. editors@tjmempbis.coml

BARS
¥ 901 Complex: 136 Webster St., (901)
522—8457
.
¥ Backstreet Memphis: 2018 Court St.,
(901) 276—5522.
¥Crossroads: 1278 Jefferson Ave., (901)
272—8801
¥Dru‘s Place: 1474 Madison Ave., (901)
275—8082
¥ Lorenz/AfterShock: 1528 Madison
Ave., (901) 274—8272
¥ Metro Memphis: 1349 Autumn, (901)
274—8010
¥ Pumping Station: 1382 Poplar Ave.,
(901) 272—7600
¥Vault, 529 S. Highland, 525—6203
BOOKS
¥ Borders: 6685 Poplar Pike
¥ Burke‘s: 936 South Cooper
¥ Davis—Kidd: 387 Perkins Extended
¥ Memphis Public Library 3030
Poplar
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Blue Suede Bears of Memphis, Inc.: 41
S. Morrison — www.bluesuedebears.com
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
— square dance club meets Thurs., 7 pm
Prescott Church — 961 Getwell
4F: Leather/Levi group, 698 Pope Dr.,
Bartlett 38112
FedEx: LGBT & Friends Network at
FedEx: Igbt@fedex.com or Intranet
Keyword: LGBT
Initiative:Fairness (political committee
of MGLCC: IF@mglec.org; www.mglee.
org/IF
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 — (901)
335—MAGY — wwwmagyonline.org
¥ Memphis Center for Independent
Living — 726—6404
¥ Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): 892 S. Cooper St.,
(901) 278—6422 Web site: www.mglec.org
Memphis Stonewall Democrats:
P.O. Box 42242, Memphis, TN 38104
www.
mphsstonewalldem@yahoo.com
Mid—South Equality: wwwgeocities.
com/midsouth_equality °
_ Mid—South Pride, Inc.: Mail to 111 S._
nghland Ave Suite 322, Memphis, TN —

RESOURCES

—

SPIRITUALITY
38111 — 685 S. Highland, 3rd Floor — (901) FOOD,
RESTAURANTS,
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
414—2197 — Fax: (901) 592—6635 — info@
COFFEE
Box 41371, Memphis,ITN 38174—1371
midsouthpride.org — www.midsouthpride. ¥ Bluff City Coffee Shop: 505 S. Main
¥ First Congregational Church: Worship
org
¥Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle
Service: Sun. 10:30 am» 1000 S. Cooper St.
Nike TN GLBTF Network: Daniel.
PI. — (901) 272—0022
forrest@nike.com office: 901.547.8217
6") (901) 278—6786
—
¥ Cafe Eclectic: 603 N. McLean
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School,
Olive Branch Gay & Lesbian Christians ¥ Cafe Ole: 959 South Cooper 274—1504
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Fellowship: meeting: first Tuesday ¥ High Point Coffee: 9077 Poplar Ave.
7 PM — discussion and fellowship ¥ High Point Coffee: 1680 Union Ave. — Worship, 11 am * 166 Poplar Ave. — (901)
525—5619
#
location: Holy Cross — 8230 Highway ¥ India Palace: 1720 Poplar
Holy Cross Episcopal Church: Worship
178 = Olive Branch MS 38654 — (662) ¥ Java Cabana: 210 Young
services: Sunday 10 AM — discussion at
895—5029 on the web at http://www. ¥ Molly‘s: 2006 Madison
9 AM Small groups — 8230 Highway 178
meetup.com/The—Olive—Branch—Gay— ¥ Otherlands: 641 South Cooper
— Olive Brach MS 38654 — (662) 895—
Lesbian—Christians—Fellowship/ admin@ ¥ Pie in the Sky: 2158 Young Avenue
5029 on the web at www.HolyCrossOB.org
holycrossolivebranch.org —
¥ Quetzal: 668 Union Ave.
admin@holycrossolivebranch.org
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians ¥ Sean‘s Cafe/Smooth Moves: 1651
¥ Holy Trinity United Church of Christ:
& Gays (PFLAG) Memphis, TN
Union
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am; Bible study:
— (901) 268—2511— pflagmemphis@ V Sweet: 938 S. Cooper
Wed. 7 pm — 685 S. Highland — (901) 320—
pflagmemphis.org
~¥ Wild Oats: 522 Poplar
9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Parents, Families, & Friends of Lesbians
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
& Gays (PFLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 — HEALTH SERVICES
Worship, 6:30 pm; Dinner, 7:00 pm;
(901) 664—6614 — burtren@aeneas.com
Community HIV Network — 2400 Poplar,
Meeting 7:30pm — c/o Calvary Episcopal
PFLAG Oxford/North Mississippi:
Suite 500: © 287—4750.
Meets the third Thursday of every month. ¥ Friends For Life: HIV/AIDS service
Church, 102 N. 2nd — (901) 525—6602
Johnson Commons room 203 (Isom
organization — 43 N. Cleveland, (901) 272— Living Word Christian Church$
Worship Service Sun. 9:30 am « 1015
Center) 7 p.m. — (662) 816—2142 — PO Box
0855 — www.friendsforlifecorp.org
2142 Oxford, MS — www.geocities.com/ Memphis Center for Reproductive
S. Cooper — (901) 485—0949 — www.
pflag_oxfordnorthms
livingwordchristianchurch.net
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave. — (901) 274—
Memphis Friends (Quakers): Sunday
Perpetual Transition: A support and
3550
11:00am — 917 S. Cooper — (901) 274—1500
social group for transgender people of all PhoenixAAGroup: EveryTuesdayevening
— memphisfriends.org
varieties and non—trans allies. — clanham@
at Grace St. Luke‘s Church at 8pm.
memphis.edu. — wwwgroupsyahoocom/ Planned Parenthood Greater Memphis Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists
group /perpetualtransition
& Humanists: (901) 327—2677 —
Region: 1407 Union — Suite 300 — Memphis,
Shelby County Committee of Tennessee
memphisgalah@yaho0.com
TN 38104 — phone: (901)725—1717 web:
Equality
Project:
shelbycounty@
¥ Neshoba Unitarian Universalist
wwwppgmr.org.
Church: (901) 266—2626
tnequalityproject.com
Seriously Sober: AA meeting at Holy
Stonewall Tigers: University of Memphis,
¥
Open Heart Spiritual Center: 2489
Trinity United Church of Christ 685 South
c/o Stonewall Tigers, 2522 Campus Postal
Broad
Highland every Friday evening at 8 pm.
Station, Memphis, TN
381532—2521 —
stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
Tennessee Equality Project works for the
equality of LGBT persons through the
establishment of fair and equitable laws.
Meets every second Wednesday at 6:30
pm at Quetzal.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr., Memphis, TN — (901) 357—1921.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Association: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ.,
MS 38677 — (662) 915—7049 — glba@olemiss.
edu — www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba
Tennessee
Transgender
Political
Coalition TTPC
PO. Box 92335
Nashville, TN 37209 http://ttgpac.
com TTGPAC@aol.com (615)293— 6199

(615)353—1834 fax
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin, TN 38238
— neilg@utm.edu

COUNSELING SERVICES —
Counseling Referral Service: MGLCC‘s
Confidential Counseling Referral Service
— (901) 347—8701
¥KentD. Fisher,LPC, MAC: Experiential
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett PI. — (901)
—372—0710.. EMDR, group, individual,.
~ couples & family therapy
__
Bob Loos, MS, LPC—MHSP: Individual, .
couples, & famﬂy therapy for anxiety,
depression, relationships sexual identity
issues: (901) 581—9898

HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm)
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1—800—
347—TEEN Mon.—Fri. 5—9 pm (Pacific)
Web site: youthtalkline.org
LING: (901) 415—2700 AD A community
informational
agency
providing
information on shelters and senior
services
¥ Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: (901) 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: (901) 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT
youth hotline — 1—800—399—PEER — Mon.—
Fri. 5—10 pm (Eastern)
Suicide & Crisis Interventlon (901) 274—

¥ Prescott Church: 961 Getwell, 327—
8479, www.prescottchurchmemphis.org.
Unity Church of Memphis: 2570 Kirby
Rd. Memphis, TN 38119
SPORTS AND FITNESS
Bluff City Sports Association: www.
bluffcitysports.net
¥ French Riviera Spa: 3486 Poplar
THEATER
¥ Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar
¥ Playhouse on the Square: 51 South
Cooper
wo
¥ TheatreWorks 2085 Monroe
Updated 04.09

7477
Trevor Project — Nanonal 24/7 hotline for

suicidal or questioning teens: 886—488—
7386.
Lambda Legal: 404—897—1880
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
¥ Dabbles: 19 North Cooper
¥ Hi Gorgeous: 1475 Madison
¥ Inz and Outz: 553 South Cooper (901)
728—6535
¥ The Studio: 629 South Cooper:
¥ Paggios Hair Salon: (901) 274—3944
¥ Tear It Up: 895 S. Cooper
—
¥ Movies and More: 3129 Poplar
>
— 323—3251
R
Ca
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